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Introduction

Dear Music lover 

Argento Audio was founded back in 1991 by three music enthusiasts who wanted to 
make audio systems sound better.

For the better part of 10 years Argento Audio was a small company and our products 
were principally sold in the domestic market but soon the world started to take notice.

The launch of the first generation of Serenity cables in 2003 then recently of the Flow 
power cables have furthered the interested and Argento Audio cables are now avail-
able in many countries around the world.

Thanks to our unique acquired knowledge of the inner secrets of what makes a truly high-
end audio cable, Argento Audio cables now have taken the ultimate uncompromising 
path where every single element is custom designed and made as per our specifications. 

Taking both sound and build quality several levels higher, they  represent an absolute 
performance standard in high end audio signal transmission and brings you a lot closer 
to experiencing a live performance in your music room.

As always, we carefully handcraft each cable in Denmark for you.

In the following pages you will learn more about our cables, what makes them unique 
in high-end today, and why they will constitute a true cornerstone of your beloved 
music system.

Sincerely Yours,

Ulrik Gydesen Madsen
CEO, Argento Audio
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Welcome to the world of Argento Audio
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Over the years, the Serenity line of cables has made Argento Audio reputation among 
the audiophile community ghota: uncompromising technical quality, unchallenged 
sound performance. 

The brand new entry level Serenity Signature cable from Argento is the beginning for 
Argento but the performance achieved in this line is still clearly higher than virtually all 
competing cables at any price point.

The conductors are made of the purest silver featuring a quasi ribbon geometry, but 
have no edges resulting in a close to hyper-elliptic shape.

One of these conductors is used for each polarity in the interconnector and several for 
each polarity in the speaker cables.

The dielectric/vibration damper is the proprietary new Argento Audio VDMTM (Vibration 
Damping Material, learn more on page 18), drastically removing any usual dielectric ill 
effects, along with an optimized vibration control.

All conductive parts are cryo treated with liquid nitrogen.

All connectors are designed and made by Argento Audio (see features on page 7).

Handcrafted in Denmark with custom-made parts only.

Available in RCA, XLR and Speaker cables.

THE SERENITY SIGNATURE

The entry level by Argento, like no other

Serenity
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In today’s market even very expensive cables with conductors made of silver or exotic 
materials are manufactured using connectors with contacts made of everything from 
brass to copper. This is of course a compromise since the logical step is to use the same 
material for the connectors.

Because we refused to make such a compromise and aimed at the best quality, we at 
Argento Audio decided to take the most efficient yet toughest approach by develop-
ing our own connectors, with contacts made of the same pure silver as we use for our 
signal conductors.

Futhermore, producing connectors to our own set of requirements confers otherwise 
impossible advantages such as free choice of dielectric, optimization of contact pres-
sure, complete control of the material used, and a lot more.

The main features of Serenity connectors are;

• Designed from A to Z by Argento Audio.

• Pure silver contacts made of the same type of silver as the conductors.

• Patent pending contact pressure enhancing system.

• No solder used for joining conductors and contacts.

• Teflon dielectric superior to the commonly found plastic parts.

• One-piece aluminum housing.

• Set screw strain relief.

Overall, the Serenity connectors embark an array of original and controlled solutions 
ensuring the best fit and finish for the final product thanks to custom parts adjustement 
for a matchless musical performance.
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The Serenity Connectors

A unique proprietary design 

Serenity





Designing the best audio cable ever made using not a single off-the-shelf solution is 
not a minor undertaking. It took Argento Audio more than three years of dedicated 
reasearch and development to achieve the Flow line. 

The considerable number of unique features can only be overviewed:

Beside their purest silver formula, their optimized geometry and crystal structure, the 
Flow conductors are extremely small. Used in large numbers of strictly equal length, this 
unyielding approach allows for increased energy and precision yet requires the utmost 
quality in workmanship.

Our specific conductor polishing process removes any sort of tarnish on the surface of 
the conductors.  

All Flow conductive parts are cryo treated with liquid nitrogen in two complete cycles 
over several days. 

The new generation of VDMTM dielectric critically reduces microphonics and com-
pletely removes the “traditional” hyper hifi sound that usual dielectrics creates in audio 
cables.

New proprietary connectors designed from scratch and made by Argento Audio (learn 
more on page 18).

Each one-meter pair of Flow interconnects contains no less than 25 custom designed, 
custom made individual parts.

Extremely flexible design ensures no strain on equipment connectors nor on the cable 
itself during regular use in the audio system.

The Flow line is available in RCA, XLR, and Speaker Cable.

THE FLOW

Where technology meets art 
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Flow 

“a state of operation in which the person is fully immersed in what he or she is 
doing, overwhelmed by a feeling of energized focus and utter involvement. 

Intrinsically rewarding, with an effortlessness of action and a direct, immedi-
ate feedback along with a merging of action and awareness,  allowing to 
focus and to delve deeply into the moment.”

(from the words of Mihály Csikszentmihályi)
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Featuring all the breakthroughs of the Flow and taking them another step further, the 
Flow Master Reference is the Argento Audio masterpiece. 

In many respects as well as the overall design readily shows, the top-of-the-line Flow 
Master Reference is several times what the Flow is.

Based on its smaller sibling outstanding realization, the Flow Master Reference unique 
macro design of separate runs allows for an even higher degree of unmatched tech-
nical and functional features.
. 

• Three-time as many conductors strands than in the Flow.

• The conductors polishing is now a triple process.

• Each polarity is travelling in its own completely separate cable with VDMTM.

• The incorporation of separator spacers maximizes anti-vibration performance 
and outside disturbances sensitivity.

• Annealed parts for even improved contact and reduced resistance.

• Each one-meter pair of Flow Master Reference interconnects contains no less 
than 70 custom designed, custom made individual parts.

 

Greater stability, increased insulation, less interaction, every single detail has been 
maximized to make to Flow Master Reference the ultimate benchmark in terms of 
high-end audio cable performance. 

“The best audio cable you can buy?” 

WIth the Flow Master Reference, what once was a bold statement is now a mere 
statement of fact.

THE FLOW MASTER REFERENCE

Perfection, further
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Today, virtually all cables use some kind of polymer for insulation purposes because it 
is very cheap and there is a general belief that as long as the dielectric constant is low 
everything is good.  Of course there is some truth -but just some- since air does sound 
better than Teflon and Teflon does sound better than PVC.

VDMTM -short For Vibration Damping Material- is the Argento answer to address two 
well known yet insufficently covered problems in cable design.

• How should a cable be insulated to avoid shorts and corrosion?

• How one avoids that small air and structural born vibrations affect the cables 
performance ?

During our long years of exploration in various solutions we found that all polymer di-
electrics share the same sort of characteristic sound with more or less slightly raised 
highs and a slight thinness in the midrange. This could to some degree be relieved 
with choosing copper instead of silver and thicker conductors but both these “cures” 
decrease the sound quality in several other ways making the sound heavy, closed-in 
and a lot less dynamic. 

The conclusion is that none of the usual “solutions”,  plastic, air, teflon , composite ma-
terials, etc. was a correct answer to the problem, either because simply inoperant or 
by creating other issues when removing the problems caused by the vibrations.

Further we concluded that the artifacts usually heard in the high frequencies with poly-
mer and air insulated cables were caused both by vibrations and the use of polymers.

The result of this search is a proprietary compound of mixed materials presenting 
unique elasticity and damping characteristics at room temperature as well as optimal 
dielectric properties.  

Finding an efficient way to apply the VDMTM proved  as difficult a task as inventing the 
material, which was overcame with a multi stage process involving heating and inject-
ing stages among other technical steps. 

As a result of our efforts, we are proud to offer our new VDMTM in each Argento Audio 
cable, making available to you the true epitome of perfect electrical insulation and 
mechanical damping. 
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Argento VDMTM

The anti-vibration extreme solution from Argento Audio

________    Flow Master Reference RCA   _____



A generally admitted truth is that the connector constitutes an overly important part 
of the audio cable. 

Strangely enough, it’s also quite often a neglected part despite its crucial role not only 
because the market offer is restricted, but also because the knowledge required is 
seminal and the sum of prospective efforts and investment nothing less than a fright-
ening or even unattainable venture to the sheer majority of audio companies.

None of this kept Argento Audio from devoting the better part of four long years to 
develop a truly original, custom designed range of connectors:

• Designed from A to Z by Argento Audio.

• Pure silver contacts made of the same purest silver as the Flow conductors.

• Patent pending contact pressure enhancing system.

• No soldering whatsoever.

• Proprietary composite fiber reinforced dielectric utterly surpassing all other di-
electric including Teflon in sound quality.

• Hollowed male connector pins, longitudinally drilled in order to further eliminate 
residual skin effect.

• Staggering geometry precision ushering the best possible continuity for the au-
dio signal between the conductors and the connectors.

• All parts made on high-precision Swiss CNC laths.

• One-piece aluminum housing.

• Set screw strain relief.

Evidently, no off-the-shelf solution could reasonnably match the striking achievement 
which the Flow represents. 

Argento Audio have spared no effort or resource to develop over several years its pro-
prietary set of connectors, worthy crowns befitting the Argento Audio audio incompa-
rable masterpiece: the Flow.
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The Flow Connectors

The perfect crown
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